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Story understanding is a long-standing AI problem.
See e.g.
• Toward A Model Of Children’s Story Comprehension by

Charniak (1972)
• “An Example for Natural Language Understanding and the AI

Problems It Raises” by McCarthy (1990)
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Story understanding is a long-standing AI problem.
See e.g.
• Toward A Model Of Children’s Story Comprehension by

Charniak (1972)
• “An Example for Natural Language Understanding and the AI

Problems It Raises” by McCarthy (1990)
• “Representing and Reasoning about Time Travel Narratives”

by Morgenstern (2014)
• “Story Comprehension Through Argumentation” by Diakidoy,

Kakas, Michael, and Miller (2014)
• “One Hundred Challenge Problems for Logical Formalizations

of Commonsense Psychology” by Maslan, Roemmele, and
Gordon (2015)
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What does a reader, with given initial beliefs,
come to believe after reading (part of) a
fictional story?
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Outline
1. Review of Friedman and Halpern (1999)
2. Literary logic
3. Applying literary logic to problems within story understanding
3.1 carrying over real world knowledge into fiction
3.2 how the reader expects information to be presented over the
course of reading
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Friedman and Halpern (1999) developed a logic for
describing beliefs over time in dynamic systems.

• It’s a temporal logic; at any time the accessible worlds are

those that are consistent with the observations so far.
• Reasoning is non-monotonic; agents assign plausibilities to

worlds, and believe what is true in the most plausible
accessible worlds.
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Literary logic is based on Friedman and Halpern’s
logic.
Notable differences are that
• Literary logic is first order.
• Instead of timelines defined by infinite sequences of

observations, we have finite timelines defined by the finite
sequence of sentences of a story.
• We use more temporal operators (the complete set from

Lichtenstein et al. (1985)).
Furthermore,
• The way we define plausibility is a special case of theirs.
• We have two types of predicates, real and imginary.
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In literary logic:
• The reader considers a set of possible worlds, ordered by their
plausibility.
• We will be using special “abnormality” predicates in the

reader’s knowledge base to define this ordering.
• Each world includes a discourse and specifies truth values for

real and imaginary predicates.
1. The discourse is a sequence of first order sentences, which can
be thought of as standing in for the sentences of a natural
language story.
2. The real predicates describe things in the reader’s world.
3. The imaginary predicates describe affairs within the world of
the story.
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Real predicates describe the real world, and
imaginary predicates the world of the story.
Real predicates may, for example, be about the physical world, as
with Rabbit(x), or “literary” properties like the genre of the story
being read, e.g. FantasyGenre.
Imaginary predicates may share names with real predicates, e.g.
Rabbit(x).
If α is a first-order sentence using only imaginary predicates, then
Iα

(“α is imagined”)

is a literary logic sentence.
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Literary logic describes the beliefs of a reader.

There is a belief operator, Bψ , parameterized by a sentence ψ
(which we will call the “knowledge base” or KB).
The agent described by Bψ initially considers possible exactly those
worlds where ψ is true (again, the possible worlds are ordered by
plausibility).
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We will use prioritized abnormality predicates to
define the plausibility ordering on worlds.

• Suppose that we have a finite set of distinguished

abnormality predicates, each with an associated priority.
• Roughly, the more plausible worlds will be those with fewer

abnormal objects (where higher priorities count for more).
• See the paper for details; the ordering is a prioritized version of

the preference relation from cardinality-based circumscription
(Liberatore and Schaerf, 1997; Moinard, 2000).
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We will use prioritized abnormality predicates to
define the plausibility ordering on worlds.

We will write
k∼ φ
if φ is true using this abnormality-based plausibility ordering.
Example
k∼ B(P⊃Ab) ¬P
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Literary logic’s temporal operators describe time for
the reader.

The ‘¸’ operator
¸ φ means that φ is true at the final time (when the entire
discourse has been read).
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In contrast, time within the story is not described
with any special operators.
So, for example, if we had the story
John picked up a block.
Then he put it back down.
we might formalize it as the discourse

h
John(# 1) ∧ Block(# 2) ∧ Pickup(# 1, # 2, # 3),
Precedes(# 3, # 4) ∧ Putdown(# 1, # 2, # 4),
End
i
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World knowledge is important for understanding
stories, but in fiction, it does not always apply.

• For example, in reality, (most) animals don’t talk, but there

are stories in which they do.
• Often, differences between the world of the story and the real

world follow genre conventions.
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Nonetheless, often world knowledge can be carried
over.
The factual premisses [...] may carry over into the fiction,
not because there is anything explicit in the fiction to
make them true, but rather because there is nothing to
make them false.
– Lewis (1978, p. 42)
For example, we may assume that humans are mortal in a story,
because they are in reality.
How to model carry-over has not been much explored in AI (though
see (Rapaport and Shapiro, 1995; Moorman and Ram, 1994)).
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A first, syntactic, approximation to carry-over can
be achieved by adding sentences to the KB.
• Suppose you have the KB ψ = ∀~
x (φ(~x )) ∧ . . . .
• Suppose I(φ(~
x )) is also a formula
• i.e., φ does not use modal operators or real predicate symbols
for which there are not imaginary counterparts
• Then you could automatically generate a defeasible

imaginary copy of φ,
∀~x (Ab(~x ) ∨ I(φ(~x ))),
where Ab is some abnormality predicate not used in ψ.
• This new sentence could be conjoined with ψ.
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Genre conventions may override carry-over.

For example, we may believe that dragons breathe fire even though
no real animal does (Lewis, 1978).
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That fictional dragons breathe fire can be expressed
in literary logic.

Ab ∨ I(∀x(Dragon(x) ⊃ BreathesFire(x)).
Here Ab would represent the abnormality of a story about dragons
which didn’t breathe fire.
• Ab would need sufficiently high priority so that this sentence

would overrule knowledge about animals not breathing fire.
• A reader with this sentence in its KB could still regard real

dragons that breathe fire as (even) less plausible than real
dragons that don’t.
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Literary logic models the beliefs of a reader over
time.

This allows for encoding knowledge about the organization of
information presentation in stories.
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Reading a mystery story, a reader may expect to
(eventually) find out who is guilty.

• Suppose we have an imaginary predicate Guilty, with the

intended interpretation that Guilty(x) means that x is guilty.
• Suppose that ψ is the KB of a reader, and we want to inform

this reader that they should expect to find out who is guilty.
• How should we modify ψ to accomplish this?
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Reading a mystery story, a reader may expect to
(eventually) find out who is guilty.
An extended KB can be written
ψ 0 = ψ ∧ ∃x(¸ Bψ IGuilty(x))
Under some conditions on ψ, a reader with KB ψ 0 believes they
will find out who’s guilty:
k∼ Bψ0 ∃x(¸ Bψ0 IGuilty(x))
• See Proposition 1 in the paper for details.
• In the paper, we also consider how to tell a reader that the

author is going to try to mislead them (see Proposition 2).
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Conclusion
We’ve introduced literary logic, and applied it to
1. carry-over and genre knowledge, and
2. expectations about discourse organization.
In future work, we will
• further investigate carry-over
• construct fully worked-out examples with complete stories

We encourage investigating how other formal approaches
developed for modelling belief over time, or non-monotonic
reasoning, could similarly be useful in these issues.
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